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About This Game

We always dreamed to play more games like Clive Barker’s: Undying, but the horror genre had a sudden change in direction
which moved away from these niche games. As soon as Amnesia franchise started to pick up we saw an opportunity for a new

mix. The general conception is that as soon as you have weapons to fight with, the horror part of the game fades away. We
believe this is incorrect and Blinding Dark is our attempt to prove otherwise. Scarce ammunition, powerful enemies and
limited options to recover health, creates a lot of tension and fear of death. Pair this up with the fact that there is a serious

repercussion when dying and you have the danger / tension element back in the game.

You wake up in an entrance hall of, what seems to be, a mansion. You can't remember who you are and how you got there.
Step by step you adventure into the dark to discover your past and unfold your future. Collect ancient relics and discover what is

their unique ability. Take your time and
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analyze the surroundings. Throwing yourself head on will often prove to be a deadly mistake.

audacious combination between horror elements and old-styled first person shooter feeling

interesting storyline that spans across multiple Acts and has deep roots within the general lore of the Blinding Dark
world

collect unique weapons and items, each with it’s specific use

survive against hell spawns, demons, monsters and spirits, each with it’s unique strengths and weaknesses to discover and
manipulate

challenge yourself with difficult platforming and puzzle elements

deep and rewarding exploration of hand-crafted environments, discover its secrets

high quality graphics and first person full body view perspective
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Title: Blinding Dark
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Games Hut
Publisher:
BulkyPix
Release Date: 12 Aug, 2014
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I got the game after seeing it played on Youtube, played it, but in the starting room i cant break any of the boxes without 5
minutes of clicking around and once i got out. I couldnt gather any resources. Will change rating once this is fixed. Other than
that seems like a fun game.

Edit: Problem fixed; The screen resolution was messing with hit boxes, so 1920x1080 does not work.. A must have if you got
the Portsmouth direct line. Another nice expansion to the classic AoE II.

+ Nice new civilizations. The Portuguese especially is very well-rounded. The other 3 don't feel that good but nonetheless new
civilizations are always welcomed in my book :D

+ The new campaigns are nice too, much better than the ones from The Forgotten.

8/10. awesome free roam game so fun and challenging 10/10 would play again. The main reason we havent been contacted by
other species in the universe is professional gaming, the human race needs to collectively commit suicide.. The letters
achievements made me get this. Though it's also a fun game to play while waiting for something.. Didn't expect I'd like this as
much as I do
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for the price you pay and the size of the map so far there is plenty to do and will keep you entertained that alone makes it worth
trying out. capturing / occupying facilities / buildings and blocking off caves to make zones safer and make it easyer to travel
long distances is a fun concept as it is not an easy task but the reward is well worth it. the game is very playable i have seen some
minor bugs nothing game breaking yet. it can be grindy but as with any survival game the grind of stocking up on supplies,
resourses, gear and weapons is half the fun. overall i give this game a 8/10 so far and cant wait to see what the devs do with it in
the future.. A very short but great story told in VR. Play the story of a king, in front of a great audience. Not sure if you should
get it at full price, but if found on sale then this is something that must be experienced. I'm looking forward to more and longer
experiences like this one.. Nice little game. Bit too short in my opinion so not really worth the money if im honest. Not enough
exploration and certainly not long enough to really get in to. Not really challenging but still a good little game. the software
would help a lot with people who are not good at complex human poses on 2D painting. I found it on the ImagineFX
recommended.
 Here is a suggestion.: when I move the joints I feel it messy, had to rotate without any icon or tip but only mouse why not just
GENERATE THE TRANSFORM TOOL on the joint point like MAYA or ZBRUSH. it would be specific to use and. the UI of
the poses selection page is hell small to see, the inconvenience is the same on mobile version, btw if anyone knows the solution
of the inconvenience, I will be appreciated I was told that.

这个软件给我这种在绘画时对人物动作比较生疏的人比较有帮助，我是在imagineFX杂志上看到的这个软件的推荐。 这里我提一个小建议： 在转动角色关节的时候我觉得非常痛苦，
为什么不像Maya活着zbrush 在关节处加个变换工具， 这样移动或者旋转在可以更加直观。 而且人物动作种类选择的UI做的太小了， 同在移动端上也显得很小，
如果有人知道任何解决办法并且告诉我， 感激不尽。

. 0:32 in the first trailer video is all you need to know
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